Pedigree Table & Rights of owners of Village Rithala and District Delhi.
Owners Statement

Pedigree Table of owners

Share Details
as pr Khewat

Basawan
Rai
Singh

Rattan
Singh

Sedhu

Mrs.
Ram
kour

Against his sharer Prem Singh and Sukhan are in Possession. Name
this absconded is not recorded in any document. if found available
even then he would not be entitled for any share

Kishna
Jora

Roop
Mal
3

Dalil
Udey
Singh

Sobha

Fatta

8

Dil Sukh

On his property Sheeia and sons of
Mohar Singh and Dalip Singh Gudar are
in possession
Under the supervision of her brother in law/
Dever Mr. Partap

Mrs
Siba
9
Sumer
Singh
Mohar
Singh

On his property his wife is possession

Partap
Singh
10
Mangli

11

Dalip
12
On his property Sheeia and sons of
Mohar Singh anip Singh Gudar are
in possession

Sujan
Ganga

Bishan

Raj Pal

Randheer

Bhogi
Chand

Ram
Singh

Mathura
Dass
Fatteh
Singh

Jas Karan

Mr. Kallu is in possession of his share

Mr. Kallu is in possession of his share
Kallu minor through guardian his brother
in relation Partap son of Kohar Singh

Kallu
14
Bahal
Shadi
Sada
Sukh

Died issue-less his share in possession of kallu

On his property Sheeba and sons of
Mohar Singh and Dalip Sibgh Gudar are
in possession
Devi Singh
@ Deva
15
Kanhiya

Sonda

His real brothers are in possession on his propertty

Kahra

16

Zalim

Udey Ram
@ Kallu

Arjun is in possession of his share

Bhagwana

Minor, is undar guardianship
of his mother Kiya

Arjun

17

Nahnaut

19

Uria

20

Natthua

21

Fattu

Ram
Bakh’sh

18

Hai Ram

Majlish

Mrs.
Indar Koar Ram Sahai

Lal Jee

Paschanli { Western side} 5
Biswas

Sham
Singh

Mohan
Chaju

All the four patti each
measuring 5 biswas are known,
distinguished and recognized as

Died issue-less on his real brother are in
possession

Shadi

24

Purvadi { Eastern side } 5
Biswas
Dakhnadi { Southern side }
5 Biswas

In the year 1878 of revenue record her name is
not written. Kallu got her name added in the
Revenue record
Kallu

27

Ghisha

28

Bhure

Mohar
Chand

26

Bahadur

Shiv Jee
Mrs.
Chandni

Minor through guardianship of his real
brothers kallu and Ghisa

On share descendent of Jeeta and Buddha in possession

Natthan

Kanwal

29

Moti

After lapse of time now Patti
Purvadi is familiar in the name of
Paposhian and the same is now
distinguished and usually
recognized as patti Paposhian.
Patti Dakhnadi after aforesaid
partition, which was gifted to
Priest Ram Lal, Pandit Ram Lal
had died issue-less. His wife
Maha Kaur had sold her share
measuring 5 Biswas to Jas
Karan, Shyam Singh, Harchand
and Nar Pal sons of Fateh Singh
with all her rights, for a total sale
consideration of Rs. 5,000/- {
Rs. Five thousand} Ever since
purchase of said land in patti
Dakhandi, Jas karan etc. are
owners in possession of both
Pat-tis knawn as Uttradi and
Dakhandi, each measuring 5
biswas in equal share. their
generation to generations are
owners in possession of said two
patti and land

25

{ Northern side }

Ganga
Ram
Tirkha
Ram
30
Nar Pal

Buddha

Dhara

Minor under management of his real brother, Kanwal

31

Jamna
Dass
32
Lala

On share sons of Jeeta and Ganga Ram, Buddha in possession
Umda

33

Jeeta Ram
Chandarbhan
34
Mrs. Maha Kanwar had sold her ownership right of 5 Biswas (share) out of 20 share,
of entire village for a sale consideration of rupees 5,000/- (Rupees five thousand only)
Mr. Jas Karan, Mr.Sham Singh, Mohar Chand and Nar Pal caste Rajpoot permanently
and absolutely.

Mrs.
Maha
Kanwar

His widow is in possession of his property

Ram
Dayal

Mrs. Maha Kanwar had sold her ownership right of 5 Biswas (share) out of 20 share,
of entire village for a sale consideration of rupees 5,000/- (Rupees five thousand only)
Mr. Jas Karan, Mr.Sham Singh, Har Chand and Nar Pal caste Rajpoot permanently
and absolutely. in equal shares. Date and year of sale are not known. Ever since date
of purchase all the fous purchasers are inheritances of the legal heirs of the purchasers
are owns in actual physical possession of same

2

862 Bighas -1Biswas

5 Biswas forth share of village land

515/4/9

The Pat-ti is known a name of Dakkhandi (South side ) as per mentioned fist part of the public statement and there are owners of 5
Biswas out of 20 biswas, entire area of village. and descendent of Jas karan and Shyam Singh and Har Chand and Nar Pal are
owners of inside land of Pat-ti and they are owners of their respective share as an ancestral purchsad

Gangu

Mukh Ram, Koria, Pem Singh and Uria
are in possession of his share
Kuria

Pem Singh

35

Daman

Ariya
36
Ram
Rattan
Shiv Dan
37
iaJ
Karan

Gulab

Minor, under management
of his real brotherl

Mukh Ram, Pem Singh,
Aria and Shiv Dan are in
possession of his share

Sunpat

Mukh Ram

38
Shahzad
39

Kanshi Ram

Rati Ram

Surat
40
Phop La

Minor, under management
of his real brotherl, Shahzad

41

Mrs.
Tulsiya
Devi Singh

Khushhal

His wife is in possession of his share

Mrs.
Shiva
43
Jamna Dass
Meda

Roop
Ram

3 Biswas 15 Biswansis

42

16Biswasis 15 Khachwansis

890-18

3

5 Biswas forth share of village land

205-10

His wife is in possession of his share

Shahzad, Surat, Bhopla and widow of Khushhal and
widow of Jamna Dass and Jai Mal Hazare, Udey Ram
and Man Singh is possession
Hazare
@ Ghisha
44

Minor, under management
of his real brotherl, Shahzad

Jaswant
Udey
Ram
Chaju

Chandarbhan

Man Singh

Died issue-less, his real brother Hazari
has succeeded his share

45

JaiMal

Minor, under management
of his real Uncle

46

Mrs.
Indar Kanwar Hari Singh
47

4

His widow is in possession of his share

133/6/3

Shiv Sahai
Sahi Ram

Phool Singh

Ganga Sahai

48

Monor; through guardianship of his uncle/phupha
is in possession

Bishan

Shadi Khan

49

Ghazi Khan
Taj Khan

On his share, his real brother is in possession
On his share, his real brother is in possession

Nanhe Khan

Najeeb Khan
50

Mangal Khan
Kundi Khan
Natthe Khan

51

Jahangeer
Khan
Shadi Khan

Man Khan

Baz Khan

Bakhta

Monor; through Najeeb Khan

He was hanged till death, his property was sold in
action during revolution of independence in 1857
52

Nahar Khan Mast Khan Haji Khan

They were hanged till death,
their properties were sold in
auction during revolution of
independence in 1857

Hasn Khan
Najabat Khan

He was hanged till death, his property was sold in
action during revolution of independence in 1857

He was hanged till death, his property was sold in
action during revolution of independence in 1857

6

Mrs.
Kariman

Died issue-less, on her share her nephew is in possession

Bazaid Khad
Rahman
Khan

Chand Khan

Aman
Samundar
Khan

Rustam
Khan
Karamat

53
54
Both the minors, through
guardianship of their mother
Mrs. Sultani

In this khewat owners at serial No 4 also owners
of 2½ biswa of 20share of entire land of village

Died issue-less, their
brother have got their
properties.

Sarwar Khan Abru Khan

7

6

5

4

3

Runaway

Minor

Issue less

Daughter

wife

5 Biswa
7
20 Biswa

Total area land of Patti Paschanli

Name
of sign
name
of
colour

detail of colour sign

Number

Progenitor

Namberdar

1

2

Abru Khan

Signatures

Area

Executed & attested by

3926 Buggas 12 biswas

Rent free land
Land Revenue

Total

Principal amount

Irrigated
Waste land
Land
Total

order passed by authority

Detail of total land and land Revenue

Unirrigated
land depend
on rain

Sd. head clerk of
fair copy &
compare clerk

Signatures

Sd. Compare
Clerk

Signatures

Sd. Making
fair copy Clerk

Malik Gulam
Hussain
Superintendent

Checked & audited by

Mohammad
Medi Khan

3926 Buggas 12 biswas

Malik Gulam
Hussain
Superintendent

Sd./jeadc;erl of Sd. Deputy
settlement office Superintendent

Pandit
Ami Chad
kanungo
Verification of the Revenue Records
of this village has already been
conducted
therefor this may be included
in the Revenue
Sd.. in Urdu

Additional

Sd./
Patwari

Basant Rai
patwar
Tabarak
Hussain
&
Paras Dass
Compare clerk

Total

1193-2 18-18 3916-12

3 Biswa 15 Bisansis

880-18

833/4/9
2500/-

626/4/6

Common land of village

Khalsa

626/6/7

The Pat-ti is known a celebrated name of Utradi (North side ) as per mentioned fist part of the public statement and there are owners of 5 Biswas out of 20 biswas, entire area of village. and share of revenue or rent within pat-ti pay the owners according to custom.

691 Bighas 5 Biswas

422/13/9

The Pat-ti is known a name of Pat-ti Paposhiyan (East side ) as per mentioned fist part of the public statement and there are owners of 5 Biswas out of 20 biswas, entire area of village. and share of revenue or rent within pat-ti pay the
owners according to custom.

Total area land of Patti Paschanli

Rajput Gotra Sumal

Gaian
Singh

Mawashi

Mrs.
Badamu Man Sukh Ranjeet Girdhari

Gudar

13

Jai
Ran Pat Shibba
Mal
22
23
All the minors through their brother
Natthu’s guardianship

Patti towards West measuring
5 biswas, the ¼th of entire land
of village was shared to Mr. Sahi
Ram exclusively.

Out of patti Paschhanli
measuring 5 biswas vested to
Sahi Ram, land measuring 2½
was donated by Sahi Ram to
Rahman Khan, caste Pathan by
considering him as his brother.
Sahi Ram use to keep and
maintain Rahman Khan with
him. Ever since then caste
Pathan is owner in possession of
land measuring 2½ Biswas of
Patti Paschhanli. Ever since land
measuring 2½ Biswas of Patti
Paschhanli generation to
generation of Rahman Khan are
owners of said land
In the independence Revolution
of 1857 Jahangir Khan, Nahar
Khan, Mast Khan sons of yaar
Khan, Haji Khan, Hasan Khan
sons of Shadi Khan Najabat
Khan son of Man Khan were
hanged till death. Their land
measuring 16 Biswasi and 15
Kachwansi were sold in auction.
Same was purchased in auction
by Hari Singh and Phool Singh
residents of Village. Now legal
heirs and successors of said
purchasers are owners in
possession of said lands
measuring 16 Biswansi and 15
Kachwansi.
Ever since partition of said land,
aforesaid patti each measuring 5
Biswase are known, distinguished
and familiar in their respective
aforesaid names
.
Subject to aforesaid facts and
circumstances, except land falls
in Patti Paschhanli, We the legal
heirs, successors caste Rajput,
Gorta Sumal are owners in
possession of our respective
shares in all and each of
aforesaid four pattis. In the
Column of each patti the
respective share of each one
against his respective name is
written in elaborate details
.
There is population/abadi in
land measuring 27 Bighas 18
Biswas belongs to common land
of village. Originally all the
biswadars ( share holders) of
village were owners of said land
as per their respective pattis.
they are still owners of their
respective share in said land. As
such patti dari (separate share in
a join in village) of this village is
not fully complete.
Article II; Cause and basis for
naming the village
As detailed above, Mr. Rajpal,
caste Rajput had acquired said
land and developed the same
made the same cultivable. As per
information gathered, Rajpal,
Rajput was prosperous, and led
their lives like as a Royal and
used to maintain Rath. As such
they were known and distinguished
as Rath wala. Their ancestral
also used to like and appreciate
their name as ‘Rath Wala’ With
the passage of time the
inhabitants of said village used
to say and recognize said village
as ‘Rithal’ as such the same is
now known, recognised,
familiar and distinguished in the
name of ‘Rithal’ Accordingly in
the revenue records also name
‘Rithal’ of this village has been
written. Ever since existence of
said village, same has not
become a idle and un-useful,
village. There is no
Archeological property available
in this village
.
Article III ; Process of lagan/
land Revenue of village till
date
The Government at the time of
assessment of lagan/ land
Revenue, assessed the lagan/
land revenue in a illegal and
arbitrary manner, without any
basis or maneuver. However, at
the time legal Settlement in 1833
u/s 9 Ram Saran Dass the then
Deputy Collector assessed lagan
/ land revenue to the tune of Rs 4,
415/- {Rs four thousand four
hundred fifteen} per annum of
entire village. We the owners of
our respective land used to pay
the same as per our respective
share. During independent
revolution 1857, all the
documents concerned legal
settlement of lagan / Land
Revenue of village were
destroyed / vanished.
Amendments in the settlement
of this village were made.
Because of substantial share of
land was found as ‘Shore’ land in
this village as such a concession
of Rs. 609/- {Rupees six
hundred nine} was given in the
lagan / land Revenue of said
village and reduced the land
revenue / lagan of said village @
3,806/- {Rupees. three thousand
eight hundred and six}. We the
owners of our respective land are
paying to th Government as per
our respective share through
Numerdar.

Sukkhan

2

His rights of
ownership Ram
occupied by Bakh’sh
Roop Shisgh
Prem
Bihari Ran Mal Chittar
Singh
5
6
4
7
Both the minors are
the guardianship of
their real brothers.

1

5 Biswas forth share of village land

1162 Bighas 6 Biswas

728/90

Patti towards East measuring
5 biswas, the ¼th of entire land
of village was shared to Kanshi
Ram exclusively.

Utradi
5 Biswas

Caste

Name and lineage of owners

Pem
Singh
1

The Pat-ti is known a name of Utradi (North side ) as per mentioned fist part of the public statement and there are owners of 5 Biswas out of 20 biswas, entire area of village. and share of revenue or rent within pat-ti pay the owners according to custom.

As regards previous
circumstances and situation of
the village ;
Article 1 ; Basis of acquiring
ownership rights from the
beginning. Original partition of
land. Time and date,and cause of
partition of land is not known.
when the ownership was
acquired was is not known. As
had been revealed by the
venerable ancestor it has
informed that Rajpal Gotra
Sumal, from Pooth kalan,
Pargana Delhi. Their family
tree/pedigree at the time is not
known. Due to reprimand the
some one emperor had
eliminated the entire family.
Rajpal because he was just a
child at relevant time was left
alive. When he become youth,
fortunately he got employment
of emperor. While serving the
state works the emperor was
very much impressed from him
and appreciated his services.
Even the employees of emperor
employed in Darbar of Emperor
used to abide his orders and
instructions. At the time of
collecting lagan/ revenue tax by
the emperor Rajpal also had
prayed for allotment of
Biswadari in village Pooth
Kalan. On his such mercy plea
the Emperor had asked him to
develop a village on land lying
vacant. Rajpal on liking the land,
developed the vacant lying land
made the same his own property.
remained undivided. On death of
fateh Singh, his legal heirs and
successors namely Rattan Singh,
Jas Karan, Shyam Singh, Har
Chand, Nar Pal, Kanshi Ram and
Sahi Ram developed four Patti,
namely north, South, East and
West from 20 Biswas { total land
of village} and divided the same
into 5 biswas each patti. they
gave as donation the land
towards South to Ram Lal
Priest, Caste Brahmin for rest of
soul of their father Fateh Singh
in peace. Balance three pattis of
15 Biswa i.e. East and North
were partitioned in the following
manner, instead of partitioning
the ancestral share by the
consent all parties and bonds;
Patti towards North measuring
5 biswas, the ¼th of entire land
of village was shared in the
following manner;
1 Biswa vested to Rattan Singh
1 Biswa Vested to sister, Ram
Kanwar
15 Biswansis vested to Jas
Karan
15 Biswansis vested to Shyam
Singh
15 Biswansis vested to Har
Chand
15 Biswansis vested to Har
Dayal

No of Khata
meantioned in
khewat
Share or
Method of
ownership
Occupied
Area

Malgurziri

Regarding establishment
of Taraf, Pat-ti and Thol
a etc. situated in village

Regarding original
existence of the Village

